Texture laciness: the texture equivalent of transparency?
Displays with overlapping squares of different textures were produced. In some texture combinations, the overlapping area appears to be a new texture. In other combinations, however, one texture is seen through the other as if it were inscribed on a transparent sheet and held in front of the other. This phenomenon can be called texture laciness. It is claimed that texture laciness is important because in the natural world we frequently encounter overlapping textures that we perceive as separate. In examining the conditions that lead to texture laciness, it was found that (1) laciness occurs more strongly with decreasing similarity between elements of two textures, (2) when the elements of the two textures are the same, the overlapped area tends to appear as a new texture, and (3) the physical overlapping of the individual elements of two textures hinders texture decomposition, irrespective of relative positioning. It is suggested that the textures inducing laciness may be processed as surfaces rather than just collections of identical elements. Texture laciness also reveals that even if 'antitextons'-the shapes of the spaces between texture elements, which have been regarded as important in texture discrimination-are destroyed by positioning another set of texture elements in the spaces, the textures can remain sufficiently identifiable to be perceived as separate.